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Abstract 
Let Kin,,, be the complete bipartite graph and C,. be an elementary cycle of length r. In this 
paper, it is shown that G can be decomposed into p copies of C4, q copies of C6 and r copies 
of C~ for each triple p,q,r of nonnegative integers such that 4p + 6q + 8r- IE(G)] ,  in the 
following two cases: 
(a) G =32, ..... if m~>4, n~>6, and m,n are even, 
(b) G =K,,,,, minus a 1-factor, if n is odd. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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I. Introduction 
Let K,,., and Ck denote the complete bipartite graph and the elementary cycle of 
length k. By a decomposition of  a graph G we mean a partition of its edge-set E(G). 
I f  a graph G can be decomposed into p copies of  C4, q copies of  C6 and r copies 
of C8, then we write G = pC4 + qC¢, + rC8. We assume throughout he paper that 
p,q, r E N U {0}, the set of nonnegative integers. 
Decompositions of K,, and K, -F  (that is, K,, minus a 1-factor) into cycles of different 
lengths have been investigated several times [ 1,3,5]. Decompositions of  K,,, n into cycles 
of length 2k were considered in [6]. In this paper, we show that K2m.2n = pC4 + qC6 + 
rC8 whenever m ~> 2, n ~> 3 and 4p + 6q + 8r = 4mn, and K2,,+ I. 2,~ 1 - F = pC4 + qC6 + rCs 
whenever n ~> 1 and 4p + 6q + 8r = 2n(2n ÷ 1 ). 
For convenience, we make the following definitions: 
D( G)= {(p ,q , r )  ] p,q, rE  N U {O} and G= pC4 + qC6 + rC8} 
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and 
S i={(p ,q , r )  lp, q, rCXU{O } and 4p+6q+8r=i} ,  
for each positive integer i. Then clearly D(G)c_ SIE(C)I , and we can state our main 
theorem as follows. 
Main Theorem. Let  m and n be positive integers. Then 
(a) D(K2m.2,)=S4mn if m>~2, n~>3, while o(g4 ,4)=S16\{(2 ,0 ,  l )};  
(b) D(K2,,+l,2n+l -F)=S2n(2n+I), where F is a 1-factor in K2n-I,2,,+L. 
We shall make use of the following result from [2]. 
Theorem 1 (Fu and Huang [2]). Let m, n E N. Then G can be decomposed into p 
copies of C4 and r copies of C8 whenever 4p + 8r = IE(G)], in the following three 
cases: 
(a) G=Kem.2n, (m~>2, n~>3); 
(b) G is K4m+l,4m+l minus a 1-factor; 
(c) G is obtained by removin9 the edge-disjoint union of a 1-factor and a 6-cycle 
.from g4m+ 3, 4m+ 3. 
If A and B are sets of triples, we write 
A+B={(a l  +bl ,az+b2,a3+b3)](al ,az,a3)EA,  (bl,bz,b3)EB} 
and 2 .A=A +A. Let S'6 =S16\{(2,0 , 1)}. 
Given any two finite sets of triples, we can do many operations with the aid of 
a computer. In this paper, we use Maple procedures in Appendix A to generate the set 
S,. for any integer i and to verify all the following equations: 
(El) $4o = 5~6 + 524. 
(E2) $32 = ({(2,0,0)} + $24) U (2. S~6 )U {(0,4, 1)}. 
(E3) $36 =({(3,0,0)} + $24)U {(0,2, 3),(0,6,0),(1,0,4),(1,4, 1) (2,2,2)}. 
(E4) 864 = 2. 332 U {(1, 10,0)}. 
(E5) S4x = ($2o + {(0, 1,0)} + 2. {(2,0,0)})U {(0,3,3),(0,7,0),(1, 1,4), 
(1,5, 1),(2, 3,2), (3, 1, 3), (3, 5,0)}. 
(E6) $72 = (2. $20 + 2- S~6 ) U {(0,8,3),(0, 12,0),(1, 10, 1), (3, 10, 0)}. 
(E7) Sl 1o = ($2o + $42 + 2. $24) U {(0, 1, 13)}. 
2. Decompositions of K2m, 2 n 
Lemma 2. ffi>~3 andt~l  then 
S4i + 512t 
$4i+12, = (S4i + Sl2t) U {(0,0,(i + 30/2)} 
if i or t is even, 
if i and t are both odd. 
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Proof. Clearly $2,, + S2t, C_ $2,~21, always, and so it suffices to prove the reverse inclu- 
sions. 
Let (p,q,r)ES4~+12~, so that 4p+6q÷8r=4i+ 12t. Clearly q is even. Ifq>~2t wc 
can write 
(p ,q , r )  - (p ,q  - 2t, r) + (0, 2t, 0) ~ S4i .1. Si2t. 
So suppose q < 2t. Then 4p ,1, 8r > 4i, that is, p .1. 2r > i. If p > 0 or i is even, we can 
find p', r ~ such that 0 ~< p'  ~< p, 0 ~< r'  ~< r and p' -t- 2r' = i, and write 
(p,q, r) = (p ' ,O, r ' )  + (p  - p ' ,q , r  - r ' )  E $4, + Si2t. 
If p=0 and i is odd then either q=0,  which implies that t is odd and gives the 
exceptional case, or q ~>2. In this last case we can write 
(0,q, r) - (0,2, r")  + (O,q - 2, r - r" )  E Sai + Sl:~, 
where r "=( i  - 3 ) /2<r .  This concludes the proof. [ 
From Theorem 1 (a), we know the decompositions of K2m.2,, into 4-cycles and 
8-cycles. Thus in the following construction, we need only consider the cases when 
q>0.  Let the partite sets of  K2,,,.2,, be {xt . . . . .  x2,,,} and {yl . . . . .  Y2,,}. It is easy to see 
that the following two lemmas are true. 
Lemma 3. D(K2,2,) = {(t,0,0)}, .for each t ~ N. 
Lemma 4. D(K4,4) = {(4, 0, 0), (1,2, 0), (0, 0, 2)} = S,6\{(2, 0, 1 )} = S~6. 
Lemma 5. If" t >>, 3, then D(K4.2t) = Ss~. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on t. There are three base cases, ~bllowed by 
Case 4, which is the inductive step. Clearly D(K4 2~)C Sst, and so it suffices to prove 
the reverse inclusion. 
Case 1: t -3 .  I f  4p+6q+8r=24 and q>0 then (p ,q , r )=(O,4 ,0 ) , (1 ,2 ,1 )  or 
(3,2,0). Decompositions of  the first two types are given in Table 1, while in view of 
Lemmas 3 and 4 we can get (3 ,2 ,0 )=(1 ,2 ,0 )+ (2,0,0) by first decomposing K4~, 
into K4, 4 and 1£4,2 =K2.4. Hence, D(K4.6)=S24. 
Case 2: t=4.  We can view K4.s as the edge-disjoint union of K4.2 and K4.~,, or ot ~ 
two copies of 1£4.4. By Lemmas 3 and 4, Case 1 and E2, we therefore have 
D(K4.~ ~ (D(K4.2) + D(K4 .~) )U(2 .  D(K4.4)) 
= ({(2,0,0)} + $24)U (2-S~6 )
= $32\{(0,4, 1)}. 
A decomposition of type (0,4, 1) is shown in Table 1, and so D(K4.s)=S~2. 
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Table 1 
Decompositions of K2m,2,, 
K4,6 (0,4,0)  
(1,2,1)  
K4.8 (0,4,1) 
K6,6 (0,2,3)  
(0,6,0) 
(1,0,4) 
(1,4,1) 
(2,2,2) 
K8.8 (1, 10, 0) 
(Xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3), (x2,y4,x4,y5,x3,y6), (xl,y2,x4,y3, 
x2, Y5 ),(x3, Y l, x4, Y6, x I, Y4). 
(x3, yl ,  x4, Y6), (x l, Y3, x2, Y4, x3, Y5 ), (Xl, Y2, x4, y5,x2, Y6 ), 
(Xl, Yl ,x2, y2,x3, y3,x4, Y4)- 
(X 1, Y3, X2, Y4, X3, Y5 ), (X 1, Y6, X4, Y7, X3, Y8 ),(X3, Yl, X4, YS, 
X2, Y6), (Xl, y2,x4, y5,x2, Y7), (Xl, y|  ,x2, y2,x3, y3,x4, Y4). 
(X l, Y2, Xs, y I,X6, Y3 ), (X l, Y5, X2, y4,X3, Y6 ), (x l, Y l, x2, Y2, 
x3, Y3, X4, Y4), (X3, Y l, x4, y2,x6, Y6, X5, Y5 ), (X2, Y3, x5, Y4, 
x6, ys,X3, Y6). 
(Xl, Yl,X2, y2,x3, Y4), (X2, y4,x4, y3,x3, Y6), (Xl, y3,x5, Y5, 
x6, Y6), (x3,Yl,XS, y6,x4, Y5), (x4, Yl,X6,Y4,X5,Y2), 
(Xl, Y2, X6, Y3, X2, Y5 ). 
(x3, y5,x4, Y6), (Xl, Yl ,X2, y2,x3, y3,x4, Y4), (X3, Yl ,X4, Y2, 
x5, Y3, x6, Y4 ), (xs, Y I, x6, Y2, x 1, Y5, x2, Y6 ), (Xl, Y3, x2, Y4, 
x5, y5,X6, Y6). 
(X2, Y4, X3, Y6), (x l, Y I, X2, Y2, x3, Y3, X4, Y4 ), (X l, Y3, x5, Y5 
x6, Y6),(x3, yt,x5, Y6,X4,Ys), (x4, Yl,X6, Y4,X5, Y2), 
(Xl, y2,X6, y3,X2, Y5 ). 
(X2, y4,x3, Y6), (X5, y3,x6, Y4), (Xl, y3,X2, y5,x4, Y6), 
(xl ,y2, x4, yl,x6, Y5 ), (Xl, Yl,X2, Y2,X3, Y3,X4, y4 ), 
(X3, Yl ,x5, Y2, x6, y6,x5, Y5 ). 
(xs, Y4, x6, Y6), (Xl, Yl, X3, Y2, x2, Y3 ), (Xl, Y2, x4, Yl, X2, Y4 ), 
(X l, YS, x2, YS, x4, Y7 ), (Xl, Y6, X2, YT, X3, Y8 ), (xs, YS, x7, Y6, 
X8, y7 ), (X6, Y8, X8, YS, XT, Y7), (X5, yl,X7, Y3, XS, Y2 ), (X6, Y l, 
XS, Y4, X7, Y2 ), (X3, Y3, X5, YS, X4, Y4 ), (X4, Y3, X6, YS, X3, Y6 ). 
Case 3: t= 5. This follows by a similar argument using Lemma 4, Case 1 and El, 
since O(K4,1o ) 2 D(K4, 4) + D(K4, 6 ) = 8~6 -~- 524 = 840. 
Case 4: t~>6. We can view K4,2t as the edge-disjoint union of g4,2t-6 and K4,6, and 
we may suppose inductively that D(g4,2t-6)= $8t-24. Thus Case 1 and Lemma 2 give 
o(g4 ,2t  ) ~ D(g4 ,2t -6  ) + D(K4,6)  = 88t -24 -]- $24 = Sst. [] 
Lemma 6. If t>>.2, then D(K6,2t)=S12t. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on t. There are two base cases, followed by 
Case 3, which is the inductive step. 
Case 1: t=2.  D(K6,a)=D(K4,6)=S24 by Lemma 5. 
Case 2: t = 3. D(K6,6) ~D(K2,6) -t- D(K4,6) = {(3,0,0)} q- $24 by Lemmas 3 and 5. 
By E3, this covers all but five possible triples, and decompositions using these five are 
shown in Table 1. So the result holds when t = 3. 
Case 3: t>~4. Then D(K6,2t)~D(K6,2t_4)+o(g6,4)=S12t-24--}-824~-812t by the 
induction hypothesis and Lemmas 5 and 2. [] 
Lemma 7. If t>>.2, then D(g8,2t)=S16t . 
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Proof. We prove the result by induction on t. There are three base cases, followed by 
Case 4, which is the inductive step. 
Case 1: t=2.  D(K8,4)=D(Ks,4)=S32 by Lemma 5. 
Case 2: t=3.  D(Ks,6)=D(K6,8)=S4s by Lemma 6. 
Case 3: t=4.  We can view Ks.~ as the edge-disjoint union of two copies of 
K4,8. By Lemma 5 and E4, we have D(Ks, s)D_2 .D(K4 ,~) -2  . S3z =S6a\{(1,  10,0)}. 
A decomposition of type (1,10,0) is shown in Table 1, and so D(Ks,8)=S64. 
Case 4: t~>5. Then D(Ks,2r)D_D(Ks.> 6) + D(Ks.6)=Ss(2,-6t + $48 =Sl(,t by' the 
induction hypothesis and Lemmas 5, 6 and 2. 2Z 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of  this section. 
Theorem 8. if" m and n are integers such that m >~ 2, n >~ 3, then D(K2m,>,) = & ...... 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on m. By Lemmas 5-7, we know the re- 
sult is true for m=2,3  and 4. Suppose now that m~>5. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, 
D(K2m,2,,) D_ D(K2,,,-6,2n ) + D(K6.2n ) =$4 .... 12n -~- Sl2n. 
By Lemma 2, we know that S4mn_12 n Jr-Sl2n=S4mn i f  m is odd or n is even and 
$4,,,, = ($4 ...... 12,, +&2,,) U {(0, 0, ran~2)} i f  m is even and n is odd. The type (0, O, mn/2) 
can be obtained by Theorem 1 when m is even and n is odd. Therefore, D(K2m,>,)= 
$4 ..... [7~ 
3. Decompositions of K2n+l,2n+l minus a 1-factor 
Theorem 9. D(K2n+I,2,,+I -F)=S2n(2~+l 1, where F & a 1-factor of  K2,, ~ t,2,, I. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on n. There are five base cases, followed by 
Case 6, which is the inductive step. Clearly D(K2,,+I,2,,~l -F)C_$2,,12,,.1> and so it 
suffices to prove the reverse inclusion. 
Case 1: n= 1. It is easy to see that D(K3,3 - F)=S6.  
Case 2: n=2.  I f4p+6q+8r=20 and q>0 then (p ,q , r )=(O,  2,1) or (2,2,0). 
Decompositions of types (0,2, 1) and (2,2,0) are given in Table 2. Hence, D(Ks.5-  F) 
z 320. 
Case 3: n = 3. We can view KT,7 -F  as the Edge-disjoint union of K5 ,5-F ,  K~.~-F  
and two copies of  K2,4. Then by Cases 1 and 2, 
D(K7,7 - F )  D_ D(Ks,5 - F)  + D(K3,.3 - F )  + 2. D(K2,4) 
=&0 + {(0,1,0)} + 2.  {(2,0,0)}. 
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Table 2 
Decompositions of K2,,. 1.2,,+ ~ minus a l-factor 
K5.5 -F  
(0,2,1) 
(2,2,0) 
K7.7 -F  
(0,3,3) 
(0,7,0) 
(1,1,4) 
(1,5,1) 
(2,3,2) 
(3,1,3) 
(3,5,0) 
K9.9 - -F  
(0,8,3) 
(0,12,0) 
(1,10,1) 
K9.9 -F  
(3,10,0) 
Klkl I  - F 
(0,1,13) 
(xl,Y3,x2,Y4,x3, Y5,X4, y2),(x3,Y2,x5,Y3,X4, yl),(Xl, y5,x2, yl,xS,y4). 
(Xl,Y3,X2,Y4),(Xl, y2,x4, y5),(x3, Y2,X5,Y3,X4,Yl),(X3, ys,xz,yl,x5,)~). 
(x2,yl,x3,Y2,x4, Y3),(x4, Yl,X5,Y2,x6, y5),(x6, Yl,XT, Y2,xl,Y7),(xl,Y5, 
X2, y6,xS,Y3,X7,Y4),(X2, y4,x3~Y5,XT,Y6,X4,y7),(xS, Y4,X6, Y3,Xt,y6,x3,YT). 
(xl,Y2,XT, ys,X3, y6),(Xl,Y3,X2,Y6,X4, y8),(X2, y4,x3, y2,x6, y7),(Xl, Y4, 
Xs, yl,xZ, y5),(x3,Yl,X4, yZ,X5, Y7),(x4, Y3,X7,Yl,X6, Y5),(x5,Y3,X6,Y4,X7,Y6). 
(Xl, y6,x2,Y7),(xl,Y2,X3, y4,x2, y3),(x2,Yl,X3,Y6,X7, Y4,Xl,y5),(x4, yl, 
xs, y2,x6, y5,x3,Y7),(x6,Yl,X7, y2,x4, y3,x5, y7),(x6, y3,x7, y5,x4, y6,xs, y~). 
(Xl, y6,x2, YT),(XI,T2,X3, y4,X2, yS),(xl,y4,xS,yl,x2,Y5),(X3, yl,X4, y2, 
X5, yT),(x4,Y3,XT, yl,x6, yS),(x5,Y3,X6, yg,xT, y6),(X3, y5,x7, y2,x6, y7,x4, Y6). 
(Xl, y6,x2, Y7),(x6, yl,x7,y2),(Xl, y2,x3,Y4,X2, Y3),(xl,y4,x5, yl,x2,y5), 
(x3,xs,x6, Y7,X4, y6),(x3, yl,X4, Y3,XT,Y6,X5, Y7),(x4, Y2,X5,Y3,X6, y4,x7, y5). 
(xl,Y3,X2,Y4),(Xl,Y5,X2, Y6),(x6,Yl,XV,y2),(X2, yI,x3, y2,x5, YT),(x4, 
yl,x5, y3,x6, Y4,x7, Y5),(xl,Y2,x4,Y3,X7, y6,x3,YT),(x3, y4,x5, y6,x4, 
yT,x6, Y5). 
(xl, y6,x2,Y7),(x3, y5,x4, Y6),(x6, Y2,x7,y5),(xl,y2,x3,Y4,x2,Y3),(xl, 
y4,x5, yl,x2,Ys),(x3,yl,x4, y2,x5, y7),(X4, y3,x7,Yl,X6, YT),(x5,Y3, 
X6, y4,xT,Y6). 
(xl,Y2,X6, Ys,X5, y9),(x2,Yl,XS,Y2,X7, y3),(x3,Y2,Xs, y6,x5, y4), 
(x4,Y2,XO,y7,x6, yg),(x5,Y3,Xg,y4,x8,YT),(x6, yl,x% ys,X7, Y5), 
(x7,Y6,XO,ys,X8, y9),(x8,Yl,X7,Y4,X6,Y3),(xl,y3,x4, y6,x3,Y5,X2,Y4), 
(xl,yS,x4,y8,x3, yv,X2, y6),(xl,yT,x4,yl,x3,yg,x2,ys). 
(Xl, y2,x3,Y4,X2,Y3),(xl,ya,x5,Y6,Xz,y5),(Xl,Y6,X3,yS,x2,Y7), 
(Xl, ys,x4, yI,x2,Y9),(X3, yl,x5, Y2,X4, ys),(x3,Y7,Xs,y3,x4,yg), 
(X4, y6,xs,yg,x6, Y7),(x5,yS,x6, y5,XT, yg),(x6, yl,x7, Y3,Xg,y2), 
(x6,Y3,XS,Yl,Xg, y4),(x7,Y2,X8, y5,x9, y6),(x7, Ya,Xs, Y7,X9,Y8). 
(x3,yl,xs, yg),(xl,y2,x3,Y4,X2, y3),(xl,y4,xs, y6,x2, ys),(Xl, Y6, 
X3, y8,xZ, yT),(xI,ys,x4, yl,X2, Yg),(x4,Y2,X6,YT,X5,Y3),(X3, YS, 
x6, Y9,X4, yT),(x4,Y5,X9, ys,X7, y6),(x5,Y2,Xs,Y4,X6, Ys),(x7,Yl, 
Xs, y3,Xg, y2),(x7,Y4,X9, Y7,Xs, Yg),(x6, yl,xg,y6,x8,Y5,XT, y3). 
(xs, yl,xs, yg),(x6,Yl,X7, y3),(x8,Yl,Xg, y6),(XI,T2,X3,Y4,X2,Y3), 
(Xl,)~,X5, y6,x2,Y5),(Xl,Y6,Xs, yS,x2,Y7),(Xl,YS,X4,Yl,X2,Y9), 
(X4, y2,x6, y7,xs, y3),(x3,Y5,X6, Y9,X4, yT),(X4, y5,x9,Y8,X7, Y6), 
(x5,Y2,Xs, y4,x6, y8),(x7,y5,xS,y3,Xg,y2),(X7, y4,Xg, y7,Xs, Y9). 
(xg, ylo,Xl I, yg,xlo, Yl l ), (xl, y2,x4, y5,x3, y4,x2, Y3 ), 
(x l, Y4, xs, Y7, x3, Y6, x2, Y5 ), (Xl, Y6, x4, Y9, x3, )'8, x2, y7), 
(xl , yS,x4, yl t ,x3, ylo,X2, Yg ), (xt, )qO,xs, y2,x3, Yl ,x2, Yll ), 
(X4, Yl ,x8, y5,xT, y4,X6, Y3 ), (x4, y7,xs, yg,X7, yl 1 ,x6, Yl0), 
(x5,Yl,XlO, Y4,XlI,Y2,X7, Y3),(x5,Y6,XlI,Y5,X9, Y7,X6,ys), 
(x6, y 1, xg, Y6, x8, yl 1, xs, Y9 ), (X6, Y2, x8, 3'3, x I 1, YS, x 10, Y5 ), 
(XT, yl ,Xl l ,  y7,xl0, y2,xg, Y8), (X7, y6,xlo, y3,xg, y4,x8, Ylo). 
By E5, this covers all 
seven types are shown in 
when n = 3. 
but seven possible triples, and decompositions of  these 
Table 2. Hence, D(KT,7- F)=$42. So the result holds 
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Case 4: n =4.  We can view K9.9 - -F  as the edge-disjoint union of two copies of 
K5.5 F and two copies of  K4.4. By Case 2 and Lemma 4, we have 
D(K~.L, - F )  _D 2.  D(Ks.5 - F )  + 2.  D(K4.4) 
= 2 • $20 + 2.  S~6. 
By E6, this covers all but four possible triples, and decompositions of these four are 
shown in Table 2. Thus, D(Kg.9- F)=$72.  
Case 5: n = 5. We can view Kl i. i1 -F  as the edge-disjoint union of Ks. 5 -F ,  Kv r -F ,  
and two copies of  K4.6. By Case 2, Case 3 and E7, we have 
D(KI I. I I - -  F)  ~_ D(Ks.5 - F)  @ D(Kv.v - F )  + 2.  D(K4.(, ) 
=$20 -~- $42 -}- 2.  S24 •:Sl l0\{(0, 1, 13)}. 
A decomposit ion of type (0, 1, 13) is given in Table 2. Thus D(KI 1,11 - - [ " )= SI lib 
Case 6: n~>6. We can view K2,,+1.2,,+1 -F  as the edge-disjoint union of K2,, 5.>, 5 -  
F, KT.7 -F  and two copies of  K(,.2,,_{~, or of K2,, 7._,,,- 7 F. K,~,~ -F  and two copies 
of Ks.2,,-s. We may suppose inductively that D(K>, 5.,_, ~ F )=&>,  5t~e,, ~,~ and 
D(K2,, 7.2,, 7 -F )=S(2 , ,  7)(2n-8). 
Then Cases 3 and 4, Theorem 7 and Lemma 2 give 
D(K2j~4 1.2n+ I -- F)  _~ (D(K2,, 5.>, -5 - F )  + D(KT.v - F )  + 2 • D(K<2,, ~,)) 
U((D(K2,,_7.2,, 7 -F )+D(K~) .~ F )+2.D(Ks , : , ,  ~)) 
= T1O~,  
and 
T2 =S(2n 7){2n 8) @ 872 _t_ 2 • Ss{2,, 8~. 
We claim that 
&,,{~,,_~ = T. U~.  ( I )  
Let (p,  q, r)  E $2,,{2,,+ t i, so that 4p + 6q + 8r = 2n(2n + 1 ). If q ~>4n - 5, we can write 
(p ,q , r )  =(p ,q  - (4n - 5 ) , r )  + (0,7,0)  + (0,2(2n - 6 ) ,0 )~ T~. 
So suppose that q ~<4n - 6. Then 
4p + 8r>2n(2n + 1) - 6(4n - 6 ) - -  4n 2 - 22n + 36>48.  
It is easy to see that there exist nonnegative integers p~ . . . . .  p4,rl . . . . .  r4 such that 
Pl +P2<~P, 4pl +8r l - -8 ,  
rl + r2 ~< r, 4/72 q- 8r2 = 8, 
P3 +P4~<P,  4P3 +8r3=16,  
r3 -- r4 <~ r, @4 + 8r4 = 16. 
where 
Ti =S~2,, 5t{2, 6) +$42 + 2 • $6{2,;-6~ 
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I f  n = 1 (mod3), then 72 and 8(2n-  8) are both even multiples of 12, and so by 
applying Lemma 2 three times we can prove that $2,(2,+1)= T2. 
I f  n=0 (rood3), then 72 and 8(2n-  9) are both even multiples of  12, and so by 
applying Lemma 2 three times we can prove that 
S2n(2n+l)-16 = S(2n-7)(2n 8) -F- 872 -F- 2. $8(2n_9). (2) 
Now, (p - Pl - P2, q, r - rl - r2 ) belongs to the LHS of Eq. (2), and therefore belongs 
to the RHS; and by adding (p l ,0 , r l )  and (p2,0,r2) to the two triples in $s(2,-9) we 
obtain two triples in Ss(2,,-8), and thereby we represent (p, q, r) as an element of  T2. 
I f  n=2 (rood3), then 72 and 8(2n-  10) are both even multiples of  12, and so by 
applying Lemma 2 three times we can prove that 
S2n(2n+l)-32 =S(2n 7)(2n--8) -[- 372 + 2 • $8(2n_10 ). (3) 
Now, (p - P3 - P4, q, r - r3 - r4) belongs to the LHS of Eq. (3), and therefore belongs 
to the RHS; and by adding (p3,0,r3) and (p4,0,r4) to the two triples in $8(2,-10) we 
obtain two triples in Ss(2,-s), and thereby we represent (p,q,r) as an element of  T2. 
In all three cases we have proved that Eq. (1) holds, and this completes the proof 
that D(K2,,+l.2.+I -F)=S2,,(2n+I), for each nEN. [] 
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Appendix A 
** This is the Maple procedure used to generate the set of Si ** 
S:=proc( i )  
local count, p,q,r,j; 
count := O; 
for p from 0 to floor(i/4) do 
for q from 0 to floor(i/6) do 
for r from 0 to floor(i/8) do 
if (4*p+6*q+8*r=i) then 
count := count+l; 
s(count) := [p,q,r] ; 
fi; 
od;od;od; 
p:={}; 
for j from 1 to count do 
p:={s( j )}  union p;od; 
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RETURN (p) ; 
end : 
** This is the Maple procedure used to sum two sets S and T 
of triples ** 
SUM :=proc(s,t) 
local u,v,i,j; 
v:={}; 
for i from I to hops(s) do 
for j from i to hops(t) do 
u:= [s[i] [l]+t[j] [l],s[i] [2]+t[j] [2],s[i] [3]+t[j] [3]]; 
v := {u}iznion v; 
od;od; 
RETURN (v) ; 
end : 
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